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Abstract. A micro-optical system is proposed that uses a stack of four
microlens arrays for 1:1 imaging of extended object planes. The system
is based on the concept of multiple-aperture imaging. A compact system
is presented that is remarkable in that it provides a diffraction-limited
resolution of 3 mm for unlimited object and image areas. Resolution of 5
mm has been demonstrated for an area of 20320 mm2 in an experimen-
tal setup using melting resist microlens arrays (190-mm lens diameter).
The investigated imaging system was developed in connection with a
new contactless photolithographic technique called microlens lithogra-
phy. This new lithographic imaging technique provides an increased
depth of focus (.50 mm) at a larger working distance (.1 mm) than with
customary proximity printing. Potential applications are photolithography
for large print areas (flat panel displays, color filters), for thick photoresist
layers (micromechanics), on curved surfaces (or substrates with poor
planarity), in V grooves, etc. © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation En-
gineers.

Subject terms: micro-optics; microlens arrays; multiple aperture; photolithogra-
phy; flat-panel display fabrication; micromechanics.
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1 Introduction

The investigated microlens array imaging system was
veloped in connection with a new contactless photolith
graphic technique called microlens lithography.1,2 This new
technique is aimed at flat panel displays, micromechan
or multichip module manufacturing that requires only mo
erate resolution, on the order of 3 to 5mm. The goal is to
create an erect 1:1 image of a large lithographic mask o
photosensitive layer. The microlens imaging system will
integrated into proximity printing machines.

Conventional imaging systems, such as lithographic
photographic objectives, consist of different optical el
ments in a linear arrangement. The image is transpor
within a single optical channel. All elements have a com
mon optical axis. The optical properties are defined by a
erture and focal length. Array imaging systems transp
the light through different optical channels in parallel—fo
example, through an array of microlenses, objectives,
telescopes. The image formation can be completely se
rate for each channel~fly’s eye, integral photography!, or
images transported by adjacent channels can overlap o
terfere to form complex composite images. Now, the op
cal properties depend on the parameters of the local s
systems, on the geometry of the array, and on the opt
properties of the illumination.

Array imaging systems using multiple aperture
have been widely studied for many decades.3–11 Examples
of applications include photocopying machines,12,13 cam-
eras,14 integral photography,15,16 scanners and printers,17

optical correlators,18 and multiple-mirror telescopes.19,20 In
the past, the resolution of microlens array imaging syste
was mostly limited to a few lines per millimeter and rare
suitable for lithographic applications. A significant im
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provement of the optical performance can be achieved by
using melting resist microlens arrays and an optimized
symmetrical setup based on the system proposed by
Anderson.8

2 Description of the Microlens Array System

The described system is a multiple-aperture system consist-
ing of a stack of four microlens arrays forming an array of
micro-objectives. A scheme of two adjacent micro-
objectives is shown in Fig. 1. Two microlens arrays L1 and
L2 are used for imaging. Two arrays FL1 and FL2 are
combined to serve as a field lens array. The setup is fully
symmetrical. A demagnification of the intermediate image

Fig. 1 Microlens array system for erect imaging at unit magnifica-
tion. Two microlens arrays, L1 and L2, are used for imaging. A com-
bination of two microlens arrays, FL1 and FL2, serves as a field
lens.
33230 © 1996 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 2 Ray-tracing analysis for two adjacent micro-objective channels. The images overlap in the
image plane. A diffraction-limited resolution of 3 mm was found for the whole image field.
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is introduced to avoid crosstalk between adjacent micr
objective channels.8 Each point in the object plane is simul-
taneously transported by different micro-objectives. Th
partial images overlap coincidentally in the final image t
provide a single, complete image of the object.

Figure 2 shows ray tracing for two adjacent micro
objective channels. The system was calculated for refra
tive microlenses~plano-convex asphere; 198-mm diam;
fused silica,n40651.469; focal lengthsf L1,25500 mm and
f FL1,25750 mm!. The images are transported by differen
channels and overlap perfectly in the image plane.
diffraction-limited spot size of 3mm ~NA'0.07,lh5406
nm! was found for the whole image field. Figure 2 show
the distribution of the rays in the image plane.

The imaging system takes advantage of the followin
optical design concepts:

1. Symmetry:For symmetrical systems the antisym
metrical wavefront aberrations~coma, distortion, and
lateral color! are minimized.21,22However, symmetri-
cal wavefront aberrations~spherical aberration! are
doubled and have to be compensated in another wa

2. Aspherical surfaces:Spherical aberration can be
minimized by using aspherical lenses. A plano
convex lens profile is generally described by

h~r!5
1

R
•

r2

11@12~K11!r2/R2#1/2
1higher terms, ~1!

whereinh is the height of the lens as a function of the
3324 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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distancer to the optical axis,R is the radius of cur-
vature at the vertex, andK is the aspherical constant.
A plano-convex hyperboloid~K52n2, whereinn is
the refractive index! has no spherical aberration for
the paraxial region.23

3. Scaling law:A downscaling of the diameterD and
the focal length f of a lens improves its optical
performance.24 For a fixed stop numberF5 f /D, the
diffraction-limited resolution is given bydx'lF.
The depth of focus is given bydz'4lF2. Both val-
ues are independent of the lens scale. The wave ab-
errations describe the deviation of the actual wave-
front from a perfect spherical wavefront. Wave
aberrations are usually expressed in fractions of the
wavelength. A scaling of all length parameters of a
lens does not affect the shape of the wavefront. How-
ever, a scaling changes the magnitude of wavefront
aberration. Small lenses have less aberrations than
large lenses~for the sameF number and wave-
length!. On the other hand, small lenses have a
shorter focal length, and thinner lens base plates are
required to keep the focal plane outside the base
plate. Manufacturing, packaging, alignment, and sta-
bility aspects limit downscaling of the microlenses.

4. Telecentry:For telecentric systems a small defocus-
ing by changing the distance of the object or the ob-
serving plane does not affect the image size. Systems
can be frontal telecentric, rear telecentric, or both.
Frontal telecentric systems have a stop in the back
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Völkel et al.: Microlens array imaging system . . .
focal plane of the lens; rear telecentric systems ha
a stop in the front focal plane. The described syste
~Fig. 2! is frontal telecentric. An aperture A1 is
placed in the back focal plane of L1 and imaged b
FL1, FL2, and L2 into plane A2. Plane A2 is situated
in the middle between L2 and the image plane. Th
system is not rear telecentric. An additional len
placed near the image plane could provide rear tel
centry, but that would not make much sense for th
lithographic application. The partial telecentric be
havior of the system ensures that a slight defocusin
influences only the spot size and does not change t
lateral position of the spot center.

5. Multiple apertures:Telescope arrays are well known
in astronomy to enhance the collecting capacity an
the resolving power.25,26 Instead of using a large mir-
ror, multiple-mirror telescopes are formed by an ar
ray of smaller mirrors. Each mirror produces its own
diffraction image. When these images superimpos
their amplitudes add to form the final image. Whe
the different images of one object point superimpos
in phase~coherent telescope!, the resolving power is
increased. In astronomy, an object normally consis
of several adjacent stars~small luminous points! at
infinity. Multiple telescope systems can be adjuste
to a fraction of the wavelength to ensure constructiv
interference in the image plane. This cannot be don
for a multiple-lens system as shown in Fig. 2. Th
optical path length varies for different object points
and channels. The image information might be pa
tially lost if the images interfered destructively.
Therefore, incoherent image formation is mandator
and the resolving power is not enhanced. The pr
posed system takes advantage of the fact that the i
age quality is invariable for the whole image field
The image size is only limited by the size of the
microlens array system. No matter how large the sy
tem is, it will provide uniform image quality~no field
curvature, distortion, or contrast degradation at th
edge of the image!.

3 Imaging Properties

The described microlens system projects a planar object
an image plane located some 1 to 2 mm behind the syst
~see Fig. 2!. The object is illuminated from the back side
~see Fig. 3!. The angular spectrum behind the object i

Fig. 3 The distribution of the light at the entrance pupil of the imag-
ing system is governed by the illumination of the object plane and
the diffraction at the object.
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determined by the aperture of the illumination and by th
diffraction at the object.

An object is resolved if the optical system is able to
transmit at least two diffraction orders generated by th
object~Abbe theory!. The fidelity of the image increases if
more spatial frequencies are allowed to pass the lens sy
tem. However, for photolithography two orders are suffi
cient to define useful patterns, because of the high contra
of the photoresist.27

The maximum angle transmitted in the microlens arra
system is limited by vignetting effects within the imaging
channels. To obstruct stray light and crosstalk between a
jacent channels, all image-forming rays that pass the e
trance pupil~lens L1! of an imaging channel must pass the
exit pupil ~lens L2! of the same channel~see Fig. 2!. For
this purpose, a stop array A1, located in the back foca
plane of the lens array L1, is used as field stop. The angul
field diameter is limited to an angle ofu'64 deg for the
proposed setup. Thus, the numerical aperture is NA5sinu
'0.07, and the diffraction-limited resolution isdx'3mm
for incoherent imaging using UV light atl5406-nm wave-
length. We used microlens arrays consisting of circula
lenses in a hexagonal close-packed arrangement. The
factorh is given by

h5
O” 2p

2a2)
, ~2!

which yieldsh '88% for a lens diameter of O”5198 mm
and a lens pitch ofa5200 mm. The space between the
lenses is blocked~e.g., by a thin chromium layer!. For this
geometry, all object points are less than 100mm away from
the nearest local optical axis. The number of contributin
channels for the transmission of a single object point i
determined by the aperture of the system, the distancep1
between the object plane and the entrance pupils, and t
diameter O” of the entrance pupils. A distance ofp1'3 f L1
leads to a demagnification of the intermediate image by
factorm1 5 p18/p1 ' 0.5~see Fig. 1!. The number of contrib-
uting channels increases with demagnification of the inte
mediate image. On the one hand, a large number of co
tributing channels improves the uniformity of the image; on
the other hand, it reduces the achievable resolution becau
the aberrations are increasing. A good compromise is to u
six or seven adjacent channels as indicated in Fig. 3. Th
leads to a uniformity of the image intensity on the order o
63% for ideal illumination.

4 Illumination

The significant influence of the illumination properties on
the image formation has already been discussed in the p
vious sections. In practice, we take advantage of the ve
high standard of illumination systems used in photolitho
graphic machines. The illumination system of a standar
proximity printer~e.g., SUSS MA150 from Karl Suess KG,
Munich, FRG! provides partially incoherent collimated
light from a mercury lamp~g, h, or i line!. The collimation
angle is usually adjustable from 1 to 4 deg. Such illumina
tion systems are well suited for the proposed microlen
array imaging system. The collimation angle can b
adapted to the numerical aperture of the imaging system.
further improvement of the system properties is expecte
by adding diffusers, microlens arrays, gratings, o
3325Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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Fig. 4 Wavefront deviation for the imaging system shown in Fig. 2. Multiple apertures were used for
imaging an object point that is located (a) on the optical axis of one lens and (b) at the center of three
adjacent lenses, as indicated in Fig. 3 (right).
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computer-generated holograms to manipulate the illumina
ing light. Nonuniformity of the image intensity could be
compensated. Nonconventional lithographic techniqu
such as off-axis lithography could be implemented usin
array imaging systems.

5 Image Contrast and Resolution

Photolithographic imaging systems are characterized by t
diffraction-limited resolutiondx and the depth of focusdz,
which are in general given by

dx5K1

l

NA
, ~3!

dz5K2

l

NA2 , ~4!

wherel is the wavelength and NA is the numerical aper
ture. HereK1 andK2 are scaling factors that are determine
by the lithography process.27 The factorK1 has been re-
duced from about 1.0 to below 0.7, mainly by resist an
processing improvements. Using incoherent illumination
K1 is below 0.5. The factorK2 is 1.0 for classical imaging
systems.

The irradiance of an aberrated diffraction image spot
the center is called the Strehl ratio.22 The Strehl ratio is a
function only of the wavefront variance, or the square o
the rms wavefront deviation. Figure 4 shows the wavefro
deviation for imaging~a! on-axis and~b! off-axis object
points, as indicated in Fig. 3. The calculation of the wave
front deviation is based on ray tracing. Strehl ratios of 0.9
and 0.96 were found for~a! and ~b!. The Strehl ratios cor-
3326 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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respond to rms wave aberrations smaller thanl/20. From
the Maréchal criterion it is known that aberrations will not
degrade the image if the rms wavefront error is smaller tha
l/14.

The modulation transfer function~MTF! gives the image
contrast as a function of the spatial frequency of the objec
The MTF is the autocorrelation of the pupil function for
incoherent imaging systems.21,28 Figure 5 shows the MTF
for ~a! on-axis and~b! off-axis imaging as indicated in Fig.
3. The calculation of the MTF is based on ray-tracing
analysis. An image contrast of 0.3 is found for a resolution
of 5 mm ~or 100 lines/mm!. Ray-tracing analysis of the
proposed setup confirms diffraction-limited optical perfor-
mance over the whole image field.

6 Chromatic Aberration

The proposed array imaging system was investigated for
wavelength oflh5406 nm, theh line of a mercury lamp.
In the following we want to analyze the chromatic proper-
ties of the system.

For multiple-pupil systems, the formation of a final~or
composite! image is governed by two fundamental mecha-
nisms: the imaging, and the overlap of the images trans
ported through different micro-objective channels. The im-
aging is governed by the optical properties of the individua
channels. A change of the wavelength will change the foca
length of the lenses~due to dispersion! and will change the
position of the image plane. Anderson8 points out that the
position of the so-called plane of coincidence is only a
property of symmetry and independent of the power of the
lenses for fully symmetrical systems. Therefore, a chang
of the wavelength does not affect the overlap of the images
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Fig. 5 Modulation transfer function (MTF) calculated from the wavefront deviation shown in Fig. 4.
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but it will defocus the images in the plane of coincidenc
The mismatch between the two planes can be corrected
changing the object position. Each wavelength require
different object position. Multiple-wavelength imaging
accompanied by a reduction of the resolution in the co
posite image.

The proposed system was analyzed for multip
wavelength imaging with three mercury lines~li5365 nm,
lh5406 nm,lg5436 nm!. The object position was opti
mized for theh line. Image shifts ofDp28(l i) ' 230 mm
andDp28(lg) ' 120 mm were found for thei and theg
line. A significant reduction of the resolution is observed
the composite image. A resolution on the order ofdx56 to
8 mm and a usable depth of focus on the order ofdx5100
to 150mm are found for multiple-wavelength illumination
with two or three mercury lines.

7 Microlens Arrays

The most critical point for the realization of the propos
imaging system is the availability of suitable microlens a
rays. Microlens arrays can be subdivided into three cate
ries: ~1! diffractive lenses,~2! refractive lenses~e.g., melt-
ing resist lenses!, and~3! gradient index~GRIN! lenses.

Diffractive lenses offer full freedom of wavefront de
sign, a 100% fill factor, and excellent reproducibility of a
lens parameters. Unfortunately, the focal length is stron
dependent on the wavelength, and the use of diffrac
lenses is limited to monochromatic applications. Hig
quality diffractive microlens arrays are available no
However, diffractive lenses still generate a fair amount
undesired scattering or stray light, on the order of 5 to 8
of the incident light~spurious orders, ghost images, ed
effects, etc.!. A stack of four diffractive microlens arrays
for the proposed system design~F number 2 and 4! would
suffer from severe stray-light problems, poor total ef
ciency~the diffraction efficiency ishtot5h1h2•••!, and chro-
matic aberration. A combination of refractive and diffra
tive lenses ~hybrid system! could be used for
monochromatic imaging.

Planar GRIN lenses are excellent for imaging; unfor
nately, they are not transparent in the UV.

A promising candidate for the implementation of th
investigated imaging system is the melting res
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technology.29,30Photoresist cylinders are formed by lithog-
raphy and melted at a temperatureT'150°C. Surface ten-
sion forms plano-convex spherical microlenses. The focal
length is given by

f5
hL1r 2/hL
2~n21!

'
r 2

hL
, ~5!

wherer is the lens radius andhL is the height of the lens.
Melting resist microlenses are well suited for high-
resolution imaging. Figure 6 shows a test pattern imaged
with a single melted resist lens. A resolution of 1.2mm is
observed in a microscope with white-light illumination.

The photoresist itself is not transparent in the UV. The
microlens array is transferred to fused silica by reactive-ion
etching ~RIE!.31–33 Profile shaping is possible by varying
the RIE process. A change of the reactive-gas content in-
fluences the etch ratio between resist and silica during the
RIE process. This effect is used to correct the slope of the
lens in the rim region and to reduce spherical aberration.
Aspherical microlenses have been fabricated recently using
this technology.34,35 A different approach is preshaping of
the resist cylinder by using multilevel gray-level mask tech-
nology or direct writing,36,37 and subsequent melting to
smooth the resist surface before the microlenses are etche
in fused silica.

The uniformity of a microlens arrays is determined by
the accuracy of the resist cylinders, the melting process,
and the RIE transfer to fused silica. The described technol-
ogy requires only standard semiconductor techniques for

Fig. 6 Test pattern imaged with a single melting resist microlens
(O”5250 mm, NA50.36). A resolution of 400 lines/mm (1.2-mm fea-
ture size) is observed in a microscope under white-light illumination.
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resist coating and processing, lithography, and RIE. Me
ing resist microlens arrays with uniformity of the foca
length better than 1% have been be demonstra
recently.38 Since this technology has been investigat
solely within research departments, no reliable values
uniformity and reproducibility are available for mass pro
duction in an industrial environment.

8 Preliminary Demonstration System

A 20320-mm2 demonstration system for preliminary reso
lution tests has been built. The experimental setup diffe
slightly from Fig. 2. Two arrays of spherical plano-conve
melting resist lenses~O”5190mm, f L1'600mm! were used
for imaging. One array of microlenses~O”5190 mm,
f L1'400mm! served as field lens. Spacer elements~glass
balls, fiber pieces! were used for the vertical alignment o
the lens arrays. The horizontal alignment was done by h
under a microscope. The moire´ effect between identical
patterns allows a precise lateral alignment of the microle
arrays.

The image plane was observed with a microscope. F
ure 7 shows the image plane of a standard resolution tar
A resolution of 5mm for the whole image field has bee
observed for white-light illumination. Figure 8 shows th
image of a mask pattern as used for flat-panel-display f
rication.

Fig. 7 Image plane of a multiple aperture imaging system observed
in a microscope under white-light illumination. A resolution of 5 mm
is observed.
3328 Optical Engineering, Vol. 35 No. 11, November 1996
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9 Applications

The proposed array imaging system was developed in con
nection with a new photolithographic technique calledmi-
crolens lithography. Figure 9 shows schematically the
mask pattern transfer within a proximity printer. Figure 10
shows the image formation for microlens lithography.
There are two basic advantages of this new lithographic
technique compared to standard proximity printing:

• Large working distance:The distance between sub-
strate and imaging system is on the order ofz51 mm
~Fig. 10!, which is much larger than for proximity
printing with z520 to 50mm ~Fig. 9!. There is no risk
of damaging mask or substrate. Lithography is fea-
sible in holes, in grooves, or on other surfaces where
close contact is not possible.

• Large depth of focus:For proximity printing, the reso-
lution decreases rapidly with increasing distancez
~Fig. 9!. For microlens lithography, the best resolution
is observed in the image plane. The image is extende
forward and backward~Fig. 10!. A resolution of
dx'5 mm corresponds to a usable depth of focus of
dz.50 mm for microlens lithography.

For proximity printing, the substrate and alignment costs
~surface planarity! increase rapidly with the resolution. The
larger depth of focus at a noncritical working distance of-
fers a tremendous potential to cut fabrication costs for li-
thography in the 5- to 10-mm resolution domain. Potential

Fig. 9 Proximity printing. The resolution dx decreases rapidly with
increasing distance z between the mask and the substrate.
Fig. 8 Image of a test pattern as used for flat-panel-display fabrication. No distortion or magnification
errors are observed.
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applications for microlens lithography are photolithograp
on thick photoresist layers, curved surfaces, andV grooves
or over very large print areas. Moreover, the proposed m
crolens imaging system might be very useful for inspecti
systems, neural networks, optical interconnects, etc. S
miniaturized 1:1 imaging systems could be used to conn
receiver or detector arrays~CCDs, photodiodes, fibers
smart pixels! with light sources~laser, LED!, fibers, or
pixel arrays. Diffractive optical elements or active matr
elements~LCDs, light valves! could be integrated into the
imaging system to implement filtering, switching, splitting
or integrating operations.

10 Conclusion

A multiple-aperture microlens system for the 1:1 imagin
of extended objects has been proposed. A compact sys
design has been presented, which is remarkable in tha
provides a diffraction-limited resolution of 3mm. The sys-
tem design has been analyzed by ray tracing. A prelimin
demonstration system using melting resist microlenses
been built. A resolution of 5mm has been demonstrate
experimentally for a 20320-mm image field and white-
light illumination.

This publication summarizes the first step in developi
a novel lithographic technique. The reported theoretical a
experimental results have attracted broad attention wit
the display and semiconductor industry. Of course, th
are still significant manufacturing and alignment problem
that have to be solved. But the chance to cut fabrication a
substrate costs by using this new lithographic technique
strong stimulus for future investigations.
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Fig. 10 Microlens lithography. The image plane is located at a dis-
tance z behind the imaging system. There is no risk of damaging the
mask or the substrate. The image is extended both forward and
backward. The depth of focus is given by dz'l/NA2.
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